Instructor. Daniel J. McDonald

Time and place. Tue/Thu 1230h - 1400h, Leonard S. Klinck Room 200


Prerequisites. STAT 306 or CPSC 340. These prerequisites are strict.

Course description. This is a course in statistical learning methods. Based on the theory of linear models covered in STAT 306, this course will focus on applying many techniques of data analysis methods to interesting datasets.

The course combines analysis with methodology and computational aspects. It treats both the “art” of understanding unfamiliar data and the “science” of analyzing that data in terms of statistical properties. The focus will be on practical aspects of methodology and intuition to help students develop tools for selecting appropriate methods and approaches to problems in their own lives.

This is not a “how to program” course, nor a “tour” of machine learning methods. Rather, this course is about how to understand some ML methods. STAT 306 tends to give background in many of the tools of understanding as well as working with already-written R packages. On the other hand, CPS 340 introduces many methods and focuses on from-scratch implementation (in Julia or Python). This course will try to bridge this gap. Depending on which course you took, you may be more or less skilled in some aspects than in others. That’s okay and expected.

Topics. assess the prediction properties of the supervised learning methods covered in class; correctly use regularization to improve predictions from linear models, and also to identify important explanatory variables; explain the practical difference between predictions obtained with parametric and non-parametric methods, and decide in specific applications which approach should be used; select and construct appropriate ensembles to obtain improved predictions in different contexts; select sensible clustering methods and correctly interpret their output; correctly utilize and interpret principal components and other dimension reduction techniques; employ reasonable coding practices and understand basic R syntax and function; write reports and use proper version control; engage with standard software


Assessment. Reading checks / worksheets; Individual assignments; Group project; Final exam

Missed final exam. Students who miss the final exam must report to their Faculty advising office within 72 hours of the missed exam, and must supply supporting documentation. Only your Faculty Advising office can grant deferred standing in a course. You must also notify your instructor prior to (if possible) or immediately after the exam. Your instructor will let you know when you are expected to write your deferred exam. Deferred exams will ONLY be provided to students who have applied for and received deferred standing from their Faculty.

COVID-19 accomodations. Lecture videos from last year posted online; all assessments can be completed remotely (except the final exam); some policies in place for late/dropped assessments; most/all office hours will be held remotely;